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2Insight Security, Unit 2, Cliffe Industrial Estate, Lewes, East Sussex, BN8 6JL

tel: 01273 475500    fax: 01273 478800,    www.insight-security.com

Protect your cash and reduce the risk to your staff with
this versatile range of cash security / protection products

above & right:
The Till Safe offers safe
storage for cash until the
scheduled cash collection
time.

The Cash Collection / Dispensing Trolley
Carefully engineered for years of reliable service, these robust units are fitted with large wheels
to make cross pavement / cross car park journeys as easy as wheeling the unit around within
the store. All models incorporate a cash collection flap in the top section of the rear wall and a
robust removable collection box. We are pleased to offer a choice of 3 standard models;

prod ref  SC CTR01 H-730   W-320   D-320mm
- this unit is designed for lightweight coin loads

prod ref  SC CTR02 H-910   W-320   D-550mm 
- this unit is designed for heavy coin loads

prod ref  SC CTR03 H-950   W-390   D-400mm - Alarmed
- designed for lightweight coin loads, this unit incorporates

an alarm and also a top dispenser drawer with lockable lid.

The Till Safe
Securely bolted under or adjacent to the till, the rugged Till Safe provides the
cashier with a speedy and safe method of securing notes, cheques and credit
card vouchers, thus rendering them inaccessible to the opportunist thief.

This large capacity unit offers temporary storage for up to 350 notes, reducing
the need for frequent till collections and the obvious security risks collections
represent. Notes are automatically stacked in a secure inner container
enabling collections to be made quicker and counting easier.

left:
An example of our
range of smoke &
dye protected cash
bags & containers.

If triggered the dye
permanently stains
the notes making
them unusable.

Smoke & Dye Products
The best way to transfer cash to or from a bank, etc. is to use a profes-
sional cash carrying company. As this may not always be a practical or
commercially viable option however, if you have to undertake your own
cash carrying, you should be aware that you have obligations towards
your insurers, and possibly legal obligations too. 

Insurers require that you take 'reasonable precautions' when carrying
cash, failure to do so may result in a rejected claim in the event of a loss.
If relying on employees to transport your cash, then you also have a
responsibility under the Health and Safety at Work Act to ensure that any
risk that they may be exposed to is addressed and minimised. 

We are pleased to offer a range of products such as carry bags or brief-
cases fitted with smoke and / or dye protection systems, alarms, etc.
which offer protection to the carrier as well as the contents of the case. 

note; where cash is packed in an internal cash bag within the carry bag,
the internal bag should be of the mesh type to allow dye to permeate the
cash in the event of the unit being triggered.

model  SC CTR03 

... we also offer
a full range of:

Cash Safes

Fire Safes

Data Safes

Strongrooms
...please call us for details 

Cash Bags / Cash In Transit Boxes & Security Seals
These products are designed to prevent tampering with cash in transit or
whilst in storage. After the cash is put into the bag or container, the bag or
container is sealed with a special tamper evident security seal. 

For full details of our range of cash bags, cash boxes and security seals, 
please call us, or visit our website:  www. ins ight -secur i ty.com


